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Details of Visit:

Author: searider29
Location 2: 42 Albion Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 14072002 19.30
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 20
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Scorpio Sauna
Phone: 01316619944

The Premises:

this was the first time i had been here and to be honest it wasnt bad as i had thought it would be. i
was met at the door by pipa and shown through to the changing area, this was quite small and
found all the garments stinking of bo but who cares it wasnt on for long....

The Lady:

there were a few girls up for grabs although no-one was willing to introduce themselves, i settled for
mia who was small built nice pert titties and curves in all the places, what more could you ask for

The Story:

in the room she started to run the bath and the usual chit chat started, th4e thing i found with this
girl was she seemed to forget what she had already told me ,and told me again and again all ican
say is she is a crap liar........ once in the bath she started to play with herself and then she did me it
was bliss ,after about 10 mins we got onto the bed and had quite a crap massage (i wasnt there for
that) she run through the price list and i opted for the full package.she went down on the old boy (no
condom) all i can say is this girl can suck a football through agarden hose never have i known bj like
this one before i had to tell her to stop as the fuel was already starting to rise,,, she got on top a
bounced around like girl possesed it was wicked then a quick turnround into the missionary position
two strokes and that was it. got back into the bath fora fullwash down and left shortly afterwards...
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